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From Fire Chief Daniel Pease 

    On behalf of the members of the Highland Park Fire Department, I am pleased to present the Fire 

Department’s Annual Report for 2015. The report begins with the mission and vision of the department. 

Additionally, the report provides an overview of services and statistical data pertaining to fire 

prevention, fire suppression, emergency services and special teams.  

     

During the past year, there were several personnel changes, Wilbur Kephart was promoted to Battalion 

Chief and Casare Fontanini was promoted to Lieutenant Paramedic. In addition to the promotions, we 

welcome two new recruits to our organization; Firefighter/Paramedic Peter Goss and 

Firefighter/Paramedic Ryan Lind.  

    

 Lastly, I would also like to thank the members of the fire department for their efforts during the past 

year and into the future. It is your actions and professionalism that continues to provide the best 

services available to our citizens and those that visit our city.   

    

 Our ability to complete our mission is only possible through the continued support of the Mayor and 

City Council, the City Manager and the citizens of Highland Park. The members of the Highland Park Fire 

Department sincerely appreciate the opportunity to serve our community. 
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Highland Park Fire Department Overview by Deputy Chief Larry Amidei 

The Highland Park Fire Department is a full-service fire, medical, and rescue response provider- also 

offering fire and accident prevention education and services, including fire code, building code, and life 

safety code enforcement. 

The Department was established in 1889, and thus, carries a long tradition of providing service to the 

community. Currently, to protect 31,365 residents and the visitors to this 12.5 square mile city, the 

Department operates out of three fire stations, all located in Highland Park, as follows - 

 Station # 32 –Ravinia Fire Station- 692 Burton Ave. 

 Station # 33- Headquarters Fire Station- 1130 Central Ave. 

 Station #34 – North Fire Station – 1100 Half Day Rd 

 

All emergency response apparatus (engines, trucks, ambulances, rescue squads) carry advanced life 

support equipment and are staffed with licensed paramedics.  In addition, the Department staffs several 

specialized teams, including underwater Rescue and Recovery Team, a Technical Rescue Team (for 

low/high-angle, collapse, trench, or confined space incidents), a Fire/Arson/Bomb Investigation Team     

(in conjunction with the Police Department), and a Juvenile Fire setter Intervention Unit. 

 

The Department’s organization chart can be seen on a page later in the report. There are 48 full-

time sworn firefighters. In addition to emergency response personnel, there is a fire chief, a deputy fire 

chief, executive assistant, two civilian fire inspectors, a clerical staff member and an emergency vehicle 

mechanic. 

 

The Department and its special teams are members of the Mutual Aid Box Alarm System (MABAS), 

which provides each fire department with help from neighbors when incidents occur that require more 

resources that a single agency can provide for itself. Additionally, agreements are in place with all of 

Highland Park’s neighboring fire departments to provide initial-call, closest unit responses to many types 

of emergencies. This is called “Automatic Aid.”  
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HIGHLAND PARK FIRE DEPARTMENT 

MISSION STATEMENT 

 

THE HIGHLAND PARK FIRE DEPARTMENT IS COMMITTED TO PROTECTING THE 

PEOPLE, PROPERTY, AND ENVIRONMENT WITHIN OUR COMMUNITY.  WE DEDICATE 

OUR EFFORTS TO PROVIDE FOR THE SAFETY AND WELFARE OF THE PUBLIC BY 

PROVIDING THE HIGHEST QUALITY SERVICES THAT ARE RESPONSIVE TO THE NEEDS 

OF OUR COMMUNITY. 

 

 

 

 

HIGHLAND PARK FIRE DEPARTMENT 

VISION STATEMENT 
 

THE HIGHLAND PARK FIRE DEPARTMENT WILL CONTINUALLY STRIVE TO EXCEED 

OUR CITIZENS’ EXPECTATIONS. WORKING WITHIN A HEALTHY, SAFE AND 

INNOVATIVE ENVIRONMENT THAT ENHANCES THE PROFESSIONAL AND EFFICIENT 

DELIVERY OF EMERGENCY SERVICES, WE ALSO STRIVE TO BE AN ORGANIZATION 

PROVIDING COMMUNITY SAFETY EDUCATION AND INFORMATION, KEEN TO 

ANTICIPATE, INFLUENCE AND EMBRACE CHANGE. 
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ORGANIZATIONAL CHART

Dan Pease
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A Platoon 

   

        Battalion Chief Olson           Lieutenant Foley           Lieutenant Lindgren      Lieutenant Brennan 

  

      FF/EMT Roche            FF/PM Prager           FF/PM Marusich       FF/PM Stanley            FF/PM Maslon 

 

       FF/PM Brens             FF/PM DiSalvo         FF/PM Seibel             FF/PM Abbott     FF/PM Gottschalk 

 

 

              FF/PM Richards 
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B Platoon 

   

 Battaloin Chief Kephart           Lieutenant Zerfass           Lieutenant Horne         Lieutenant Nardomarino 

 

        FF/PM Kubicki            FF/PM Stejskal           FF/PM Fabbri          FF/PM Wilkins        FF/PM Mocogni 

 

       FF/PM Schrage     FF/PM Knoll           FF/PM Forte            FF/PM Lopez          FF/PM Shimanski 

 

                                                             FF/PM Grasso              FF/PM Lavazza 
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C Platoon 

   

           Battalion Chief Pease      Lieutenant Olzewski    Lieutenant Jacquette     Lieutenant Fontanini 

 

        FF/PM Koukios          FF/PM Hughes        FF/PM Grzybek FF/PM Caruso      FF/PM Salazar 

 

         FF/PM Schmidt      FF/PM Van Black    FF/PM McDonald       FF/PM Urban         FF/PM Tameling 

 

  

                                                     FF/PM Best           FF/PM Goss 
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PARTNERS 

The Highland Park Fire Department works extensively with many outside agencies and maintains 

membership in several regional organizations in order to provide efficiency in staffing, costs, and 

resources.  Three of these partnerships are highlighted on these pages. 

Lake County Fire Chiefs Association (LCFA) 

The Lake County Chiefs Association, which consists of all 31 

County Fire and EMS Department chiefs in addition to others, 

works together to improve fire safety and emergency response 

operations in the County.  Working closely with McHenry 

County’s fire chiefs, issues of vital importance on local, regional, 

statewide, and national scales are discussed.  Several committees 

are utilized to do research, communicate issues, and perform 

tasks necessary to keep all chiefs informed, lobby elected officials 

and others, and to implement selected programs or initiatives 

County-wide.  Annual highlights include the Lake County Fire 

Departments’ Expo and the Fire Safety booth at the Lake County 

Fair.  More information on the Lake County Fire Chiefs website. 

http://www.lakecountyfirechiefs.org/ 

Mutual Aid Box Alarm System (MABAS) Division III 

MABAS is a statewide system for fire departments to provide 

organized and pre-established mutual aid responses to each other 

to help during large or simultaneous incidents that local resources 

cannot handle alone – and do so without stripping resources from 

those providing the help.  MABAS is considered a national model for 

statewide mutual aid, and has provided aid to other states during 

large disasters.  Highland Park is in MABAS Division III, which consists 

of 18 fire departments in an area bordered on the south by the 

Chicago city limits, the west by Des Plaines and Prospect Heights, 

the north by Highland Park and Bannockburn, and Lake Michigan on 

the east.  Highland Park’s pre-established response plans include 

those for fires, disasters, multiple-victim incidents, hazardous 

materials incidents, technical rescue incidents (trench, low/high-

angle, confined space, structural collapse, etc.), and water/ice 

rescue/recovery incidents.  In addition to regular chief meetings to 

coordinate operations, members of Division III frequently train 

together to ensure efficiency and teamwork during actual emergencies.  Additionally, each of MABAS 

Division III’s member agencies provide technical specialists to make-up the Division’s regional Underwater 

Rescue/Recovery, Hazardous Materials, Technical Rescue, Fire Investigations, and Communications 

Response Teams. More information on MABAS Division III is available at www.mabas3.org. 

Lake County Fire Department Expo at Gurnee Mills Mall 

Highland Park and other suburban fire departments 

work together at a MABAS Box Alarm. In the center is 

the MABAS Division III Communications and Command 

Vehicle. 

http://www.mabas3.org/
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Northeastern Illinois Public Safety Training Academy (NIPSTA)  

 

 

NIPSTA is an intergovernmental agency comprised of 

municipalities, fire protection districts, and other 

organizations located in the Chicago metropolitan 

area that have combined energies and resources to 

create a one-of-a-kind regional, state-of-the-art 

public safety training facility.   

NIPSTA provides ongoing training of fire, police, 

public works, and other public safety personnel, as 

well as a firefighter recruit academy.  The Highland 

Park Fire Department was one of the founding 

organizations of NIPSTA in 2001, and continues to 

benefit from the services and unique training 

opportunities  (including many unusual training 

“props”) offered by this agency.  NIPSTA is located on a 20-acre campus within the Glen, a 

community redevelopment on the site of the former Glenview Naval Air Station.   
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FIRE SUPPRESSION AND TRAINING 

 

 

   The 2015 Training Division administered 15,032 combined hours of training for the department. The 

training division is spearheaded by Instructor-in-Charge Ryan Hughes and is comprised of members 

Brian Fabbri, Jeff Marusich, Erik Mocogni, Kevin Knoll, Paul Grzybek, Kevin Maslon, Michael Schmidt, 

Albert Lopez, Steve Urban and Kevin Best. The Fire Suppression training for 2015 was based on Job 

Performance Standards which comply with Illinois State Fire Marshal’s Office as well as the National Fire 

Protection Association’s 1001. Training in company evolutions using the department’s formidable 

Company Officers instills confidence, unity and command. The use of timed benchmarks offers real time 

comprehension and engagement while providing realistic circumstances. The goal is to deliver training 

that is measurable with results that are repeatable.  Our life as well as yours depends on it.  

 

2015 Rundown 

 OSFM Vehicle and Machinery Operations Instructed by Highland Park Fire Instructors  
 Acquired, processed and utilized over 75 donated vehicles at no cost to the City 
 Compiled 15,000+ training hours comprised of 11,000 training events from 355 competencies 
 Depleted 15 residential and commercial properties instructing Rescue to Firefighter survival 
 Attained 31 State Fire Marshal certifications from Chief Fire Officer to Basic Firefighter 
 Initiated Active Shooter Command and Control training using Joint Rescue Task Forces  
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Public Education 

 

    The Highland Park Fire Department’s Public Education Division is under the direction of Firefighters 

Schrage, Brens & Gottschalk.  This division is responsible for all Public Fire Education including but not 

limited to: school visits (pre-thru high school), station tours, condominium classes, senior services, articles 

for local newspapers and the Highlander.  Citizen training in fire extinguisher use and the development of 

individualized home escape plans (EDITH) are also offered.   

   Any grade school class is visited by request.  However, the third grade classes visit the Children’s Fire 

Safety Trailer annually.  Junior High School & High School fire safety classes are offered in science labs 

and home economics by request. 

   The Children’s Fire Safety Trailer is a scaled down version of a single story home in which the city’s 

third graders receive practical “hands on” instruction in home escape planning and fire safety regarding 

the bedroom, living room, and kitchen.  At the end of the presentation, the trailer is filled with a non-toxic 

training smoke and the children are shown how to efficiently and safely exit their home. 

   Each year, the fire department sets up a Fire Safety Booth at Sunset Park for the community’s Fourth of 

July festival. This event is well received by the public and it offers the fire department a chance to reach 

out to a broad range of the population in a short time. 

   Events such as the bi-annual blood drive, Wounded Warrior Ride, and pancake breakfast provide public 

exposure to the fire house and personnel.  A fire department open house is held to showcase the skills 

and talents of the fire department.  It further educates the public regarding the services that are offered.  

Additionally, a citizen’s fire academy is to take place allowing an in-depth view of the operations of the fire 

department for the students. 

In 2015, 105 public education classes were taught with 1350 students receiving instruction. 
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Dive Rescue Team 

The City of Highland Park is bordered by Lake Michigan and has numerous lakes, ponds, and streams 

within the community.  The number of water hazards combined with the broad range of weather conditions 

necessitated the development of a Dive / Rescue Team.  The Highland Park Dive Rescue Team provides an 

immediate response of highly trained personnel and specialized equipment to the scene of open water and ice 

incidents, with the purpose of affecting a rescue.  The team is also responsible for locating and recovering 

submerged evidence to aid the Police Department during investigations.  The services provided to the citizens of 

Highland Park are shared in a reciprocal agreement with all members within MABAS Division 3. Through the 

cooperation with Division 3 Highland Park shares resources that include a sector scan sonar unit, an underwater 

remote operated vehicle, and a nationally deployable swift-water team. These resource allow for greater safety 

during operations and a more effective use of resources. 

The requirements of a Rescue Diver differ greatly from those in the sport diving community.  The Rescue 

Diver must be trained to be proficient in many environments which include:  zero visibility diving, ice diving, and 

swift water rescues.  The divers are outfitted with wireless and hard wired communications. All divers are fully 

encapsulated to allow for diving in contaminated atmospheres.  

Resources 

 Dedicated dive vehicle with equipment pre- set up 

 24’ rigid hull inflatable rescue boat 

 7 specially trained dive team members 

 2 sonar technicians 

 1 ROV technician 

 2 MABAS division 3 national deployment team members 
 

2015 

 Firefighter Matt Stanley Team Leader 
 Firefighter Rick DiSalvo assigned equipment supervisor 
 All divers certified to Public Safety, Rescue Diver, and Swift-water levels 

 Provide training to all department members in Dive and Boat Operations 
 Assist the Water Department / Park District with seasonal safety buoy placement 

 Provide safety for the Park District polar plunge 

 Continued active involvement in Division 3 

 Hosted MABAS Division 3 annual training 

 Emergency dive response in MABAS Division 20, for a victim and auto recovery 

 Emergency dive response for a victim who fell through the ice at Fort Sheridan in Lake Michigan 

 MABAS Division 3 Deployment team placed on standby to be deployed to help rescue flood victims down 
state. 
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Technical Rescue 

 

     The year was productive in the fact that the members participated in Division 3 drills maintaining our 

technician level status. Mike Shimanski has completed all technician level classes. Mike has become an 

active team member participating as such at division drills. In early April HPFD TRT hosted a division 

trench drill. This drill allowed us to work closely with our public works department.  We were able to work 

with their Vac truck and personnel in how we would respond and utilize them at such an incident within 

Highland Park.  The division team also responded to multiple alarms, 1 being a trench rescue in Niles, 

where FF Gryzbek participated in the successful rescue of the trapped worker.  FF Gryzbek also 

responded as a tech. to a Northbrook incident. FF Gryzbek directly participated in the successful 

treatment and removal of the victim from a below grade location.  FF Shimanski responded to a high 

angle incident in Northfield. FF Shimanski operated in a support role of the successful rescue of the victim 

from a cellular tower.  Members will continue to train within the division and our department to be 

prepared to make any future incidents a success.  
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Emergency Medical Services 

 

   The Emergency Medical Services (EMS) Division of the Highland Park Fire Department consists of 49 

Paramedics and 1 Emergency Medical Technician certified by the State of Illinois Department of Public 

Health (IDPH).  The Fire Department staffs two Ambulances on a daily basis as well as four fire 

suppression/rescue vehicles fully equipped with Advanced Life Support equipment and staffed with 

Paramedics on each vehicle. 

   In addition to providing emergency medical response services and transportation to hospitals, the EMS 

Division is very active in the community, providing first aid training, Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (CPR) 

and Automated External Defibrillator (AED) training, maintaining an apparatus/personnel presence at 

community events, and participating in an intergovernmental committee to address community issues 

related to the senior population. 

2015 Overview 

 6 CPR / AED / First Aid Classes taught to 50 Students 

 Paramedics continued transitioning to increased training hour requirements, as established by 
Illinois Department of Public Health and our current EMS system 

 Pre-hospital Providers were certified in Pediatric Advanced Life Support to take ensure that our 
pediatric residents receive the highest level of care in coordination with the American Heart 
Association’s newest curriculum 

 New Zoll Cardiac Monitors were placed into service on our ambulances allowing for a more reliable 
and user friendly piece of medical equipment to benefit our patients.  The new monitors are state 
of the art with CPR feedback. 

 

We hired and trained 2 new personnel and properly certified them to provide medical care for the city of 

Highland Park 
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Hazardous Material Operations 

 

     The City of Highland Park Fire Department uses prevention, preparation, education, and ongoing 

training to provide an effective formula to control catastrophic releases of hazardous materials. The Fire 

Department has aggressively trained its personnel to the State certified level of Hazardous Materials 

Operations First Responder. Additionally, six firefighters from the Highland Park Fire Department 

assigned to the MABAS Division III Hazardous Materials Response Team are State certified to the level of 

Hazardous Material Technicians. These Technicians, along with the Battalion Chiefs who are State 

certified to the Incident Command level, are capable of terminating these undesired incidents. 

2015 Rundown 

 

 Department personnel responded to and mitigated 223 incidents in our city 

 Our Hazardous Materials Technicians logged 536 hours of Hazardous Materials Training 

 Department personnel received annual Right-to-Know Training 

 Departmental training on North America Emergency Response Guide  

 Departmental training on the new Global Harmonization System for chemical documentation 

 

 

 

 

                        FF Ryan Hughes                           Hazmat Officer, Technician A & B, Hazmat Incident Command, State Responder 

FF Jeff Marusich                          Technician A & B, Hazmat Incident Command, State Responder 

FF Kevin Knoll   Technician A & B, Hazmat Incident Command 

FF Joseph Schrage                           Technician A & B, Hazmat Incident Command 

FF Kevin Maslon   Technician A & B, Hazmat Incident Command 

FF Chris Gottschalk                           Technician A & B, Hazmat Incident Command 
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Fire Investigation Team 

 

The City of Highland Park has a joint investigation team consisting of fire and police personnel 

trained specifically in investigating the cause and origin of any incident involving fire.  If needed, the 

team has the Office of the State Marshal (OSFM), Illinois State Police (ISP) and / or Alcohol, Tobacco, 

Firearms and Explosives (ATF) and the fire department available for their expertise.  

Fire investigation is an important part of the fire prevention process. By investigating the cause 

and origin of fires, the fire service is better able to identify trends and motives related to arson, as well 

as defects in products that cause fires and then work to prevent future fires. Many of the fires the 

Department responds to are deemed to be accidental in nature. 

Personnel are required by the OSFM to maintain 100 hours for recertification every four years. 

These hours are accumulated in a variety of ways, including actual investigations, training sessions, and 

courtroom testimony. 

 In 2015, our investigators responded to and investigated (7) seven fires within Highland Park 

and (1) one through Mutual Aid Box Alarm System (MABAS). 
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Bureau of Fire Prevention 

 

 In 2015, the Fire Prevention Bureau continued to provide life safety, fire inspection, and building 

plan review services to the community. Services provided by the Fire Prevention Bureau include: 

Construction plan review, fire exit plan education and assistance, fire and life safety inspections, fire 

prevention talks to citizen groups, home fire safety surveys, knox box installations, new construction 

inspections, pre-fire planning and smoke detector installations and battery replacement service.  

 The fire prevention bureau is staffed by fire inspector Charlie Orth, fire inspector Mike Gilbert, 

and clerk Chris Rosato.   
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                                           Wounded Warrior Solider Ride                                             

 

                

         One Saturday every year during the month of June, the Firefighters of Highland Park Fire Department assist with the 

Annual Chicago Soldier Ride. The City of Chicago and the surrounding Suburbs assist the Wounded Warrior Project in 

hosting this event. The Soldier Ride is a unique cycling opportunity for wounded service members and veterans to 

overcome physical, mental, or emotional wounds. The Department and its members are very proud to play a role in 

welcoming those that participate in this event. 

Every June, current and past members of the military travel to Chicago to participate in a weeklong event that includes 

several bicycle riding trips. Many of the participants have some form of injury they received while defending our country. 

During this week the riders participate in several bicycle rides of various lengths. The last and longest ride ends at the HP 

Fire Department Headquarters Station that is located on Central Avenue. This is a 25 mile ride that starts in the Downtown 

area of Chicago. The riders travel through several Northshore communities while in route to their finish at the Fire Station. 

    The riders enter Highland Park on Green Bay Road at the south city limits. They travel to the Downtown area up to 

Central Avenue. From there they head west to complete their journey to a host of waiting supporters from the public, 

various City Departments, including many Police and Fire, both present and past, as well as family members. Once finished, 

the riders are helped from their bicycles and offered assistance with food and refreshments. Even medical assistance is 

offered and on a rare occasion has been needed. 

       After the ride is completed, the Fire Department Facilities play host to a private lunch that is provided by a vendor that 

works with the Wounded Warrior Project to provide food and refreshments. This gives the Firefighters the opportunity to 

enjoy lunch and share in conversation with the riders. This has become a favorite part of the event and usually leads to the 

start of new friendships.  Many of the Fire Department’s members feel that this is a way for us to give back to those that 

protect us all. It is an opportunity to place focus and give attention to the real American Heroes, the Men and Woman who 

have served our Country. 

         This event continues to be a Fire Department favorite and receives great support from all levels of the Department - 

the Administration, current and retired Firefighters and from the families of the department.  We also encourage and invite 

the Public to join us in future Soldier Rides, to cheer the riders at the finish or anywhere along the ride’s route. The riders 

truly appreciate the support and are encouraged as they pedal along on their journey. 
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Retirements and Recognitions 

                                                                                                                                                                 

2015 Retirements: 

 Firefighter/EMT Kirt Williams 

               

2015 New Promotions: 

 Wilbur Kephart promoted from Lieutenant to Battalion Chief 

 Cesare Fontanini promoted from Firefighter/Paramedic to Lieutenant 

                    BC Kephart         LT Fontanini 

                  

2015 New Hires:  

 Firefighter/Paramedic Peter Goss           

 Firefighter/Paramedic Ryan Lind    

                   FF/PM Goss              
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Never Forget 

 
 

 

“God Bless Our 

Firefighters One and All 

Keep them Safe  

On Every Call” 
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